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Chemistry
professor
dies
suddenly
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Daniel K. Harvey, an assistant
chemistry professor, taught more than
100 students total this semester.

More than just skin color

JMU police found the body of assistant chemistry professor Daniel K.
Havey, 34, in the Physics/Chemistry
building Sunday night, according to
state police.
JMU police officers discovered
Havey in the CISAT complex around
10:30 p.m. It appeared to be an unattended death, according to Sgt. Les
Tyler of the Virginia state police, and
the incident is now under investigation
by the state police.
Don Egle, university spokesman,
said there didn’t appear to be any
threats to the community at the time
of Havey’s death.
Havey is listed as one of the professors for four sections of applied physics
and chemistry lab, which has about 30
students total, and one section of GSCI
101, which has 80 students.
In 2010, Havey received a grant of
more than $91,000 from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology
for the development of a greenhouse
gas sensor for carbon dioxide. He was
also involved in at least nine scholarly
publications and had a patent in his
name.
Havey was interested in the interaction of light and molecules and small
particles that are important in Earth’s
atmosphere. His areas of study included greenhouse gases and aerosol
particles, and he taught students about
topics such as electronics and lasers.
“It is with heavy hearts that we
extend our deepest sympathies to Dr.
Havey’s family, friends, colleagues and
students,” JMU said in a release. “He
will be missed.”
Community members may contact the JMU Counseling Office at
540-568-6552.

Minorities discuss what Martin Luther King Jr. Day means to them as students at JMU
By Dylan Garner
The Breeze

Brian Prescott / The Breeze

Fifty years after Martin Luther King Jr.’s
iconic speech, students are still fighting
for his dream.
“1963 is not an end, but a beginning,”
King said in his “I Have a Dream” speech.
“The whirlwinds of revolt will continue to
shake the foundations of our nation until
the bright day of justice emerges.”
As our society continues to move
toward the “bright day of justice” King
alluded to, students like Anthony Galeano
are using his message to make an impact
in their own communities.
“Everything he did motivates me to
make a difference in Harrisonburg and
further in the world,” said Galeano, vice
president of the Latino Student Alliance.
Less than 20 percent of JMU’s student population is composed of minority
groups, which can be intimidating for
some students looking to find their niche.
“It’s sometimes not easy being a minority at a school like JMU where the majority
of people are white. When it comes to
joining a club or organization on campus, it’s hard to see myself as a part of

More than 150 marched across campus Thursday as part of Martin Luther King Jr. Day celebrations.

see MLK, page 4

— staff report

JMU buys shopping center
University scoops up nearby building, plans to continue campus expansion

By IJ Chan
The Breeze

You can now add the store Tuesday
Morning to JMU’s list of most recent
purchases.
Ken Bartee, chair of the finance
and physical development committee,
said that JMU recently purchased the
property at 593 University Blvd., which
is located next to Blue Ridge Hall.
The building cost $1.25 million, but
JMU currently has no plans to renovate the building, according to Bill
Wyatt, public affairs manager. Instead,
the facility will continue to be rented
out to its current tenants, which also
include Hair Works, a hair salon.
“Anytime a property that’s
contiguous to campus becomes
available, that’s something that
the university looks into as future
opportunity,” Wyatt said.
Wyatt also mentioned other
properties recently acquired by the
university, such as the former Rockingham Memorial Hospital building.
JMU is currently renovating the West
Tower of the building to become the
Student Success and Health Center.
The Student Success and Health
Center will be a one-stop student

Basketball freshmen on a roll
After beating William & Mary Thursday and Georgia State Sunday by a
combined 46 points, women’s basketball has now won seven of its last eight
games, largely thanks to the younger players on the team. >> ON PAGE 8
sean cassidy / The Breeze
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Celebrating differences

Students rally for equality
during the Martin
Luther King Jr. walk.
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opinion
Tweet less, live more

Mundane tweets and
status updates ruin the
web for the rest of us.

Matt Schmachtenberg / The Breeze

JMU recently purchased a building along University Boulevard for $1.25 million.

services building. All student services, like the Registrar’s office,
Academic and Career Planning,
and the Writing Center, will move
into this building. There will also be
dining halls. The Center is expected
to be open in fall 2014.
JMU also plans to demolish

7

life
Card tricks

A JMU Card Services
employee moonlights as
a performing magician.

Montpelier Hall and build a new
building in its place. The new
facility will host all health sciences programs, including
nu r s i ng a n d t h e p hy s i c i a n ’s
assistant programs, Wyatt said.
see Growth, page 4
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Manti misstep

The Notre Dame linebacker’s
girlfriend controversy may
hurt his draft chances.
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horoscopes
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
It’s getting romantic. The first half of
2013 holds creativity, fun and cultural
exploration. Your communication skills
are on fire, so light up your social
life. Career blazes after June. Provide
excellent service, and your fortunes rise.
Increase skills to keep pace. Waltz with
changes.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You don’t quite
know how brilliant
you are, but
you could find out. Go for what
you believe in. Discover new
friendships and projects to get
involved in.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
A breakthrough
moment is here. Expand your
ideas to reach a larger audience.
Use what you’ve gained to build.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
Optimism is
appropriate now.
Pick up the pieces and make
something new. Call on your
intuitive talent, and accept
guidance.
LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Beauty surrounds
you. Pay attention to the
surrounding syncopation to
discover something new. Intuition
finds an opportunity.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Toss the ball to a
teammate. Relieve
the pressure and make room for a
fabulous opportunity.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Take time to praise,
admire and thank someone who’s
made a difference. A small risk
now pays off.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
You’re exceptionally
intelligent. Put
your mind to good use. Surround
yourself with people you respect
and find solutions to problems.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
You have more than
enough and keep earning more.
Read and take the time to let
thoughts sink in. Stock up. Share
the luck and the love. Confer with
family.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
There’s plenty to go
around; relax and
enjoy it. Others need you. Provide
leadership, and allow others to
lead you, too.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Investigate
previously impossible
possibilities, and use your charm
and wit to make them possible.
Listen for ideas out of the blue.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
Savor sweet
moments and share
them with a loved one. Your
generosity is commendable. Don’t
let your bright future blind you.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
What you lack in
funds you can
compensate with creativity and
self-confidence. Look around; you
are well blessed.

Inaugural
crowd is
smaller than
four years
ago, but no
less hopeful
McClatchy Newspapers

Download our
mobile app at
breezejmu.org.

Today

WASHINGTON — The
crowd that jammed the
National Mall on Monday for President Barack
Obama’s second inaugural may have been
smaller and less ebullient than the 1.8 million
people who attended his
historical first swearingin, but by no means was
it somber.
The euphoria of
the frozen 2009 ceremony was replaced
Monday with what several attendees described
as an enthusiasm tempered by the political
battles of the last four
years, and supplanted by a satisfaction
that Obama survived a
bruising election to confound foes who vowed
to make him a one-term
president.
“Last time it was so
emotional. You were
shoulder to shoulder

Thursday
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Manila envelope
feature
6 Baseball SS’s
stats
9 Web money
14 Old Turkish bigwig
15 Dwarf with glasses
16 2009 Panasonic
acquisition
17 “Something to
Talk About”
singer Bonnie
18 *Coffee drinker’s
complaint
20 Poet’s before
22 Contest for
lumberjacks
23 Nova __
26 *Direct path
30 *Rowboat
attachments
33 Key of Mozart’s
Requiem Mass
34 Juneau-toKetchikan dir.
35 Some sorority
women
37 D.C. baseball
team
38 Frittata base
40 Convent dweller
41 Painted Desert
formation
42 Controversial
apple spray
43 Mexican state
bordering Arizona
45 “Reading
Rainbow”
network
47 Country with six
time zones
49 *Flaw in a fence
51 *Quarter
53 Kitchen gadget
54 Volleyball venue
56 Street shader
57 *“The Golden
Girls” co-star
61 Crème de la
crème
65 Big name in bars
66 “Do __ favor ...”
67 Lucky roll, usually
68 Teacher’s group
69 Like a single shoe
70 Flair
DOWN
1 EMT’s skill
2 Anaheim team,
on scoreboards
3 “Take me __ am”
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By Jeff Stillman

4 “Fiddler on the
Roof” village
5 Hale and Revere,
notably
6 EPA-banned
pesticide
7 Not up to snuff
8 Shaggy’s dog, to
Shaggy
9 Regard
10 “Sweet” woman
in a Neil
Diamond title
11 Yucatán year
12 Thesaurus entry:
Abbr.
13 Sty dweller
19 Winter transports
21 Individually
23 Urgent call at sea
24 Source of legal
precedents
25 Tomato sauce herb
27 Up the creek
28 Distinguished
29 Stalling-for-time
syllables
31 Numbers game
with 80 balls
32 Was so not worth
seeing, as a movie
36 Like many
quotes: Abbr.
39 Safety rods in
shower stalls

Monday’s Puzzle Solved

Thursday’s puzzle solved

(c)2013 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

41 Without a partner
42 Comic’s routine
43 Occupied, as a
desk
44 Harry Potter
costume
46 Sun. delivery
48 Country music
star __ Bentley
50 Speaker of the
first syllables of
the answers to
starred clues

Nation & World
with strangers who were
feeling the same emotion,”
said Cathy Mayers, 60, of
Pittsburgh. “This time it’s
satisfaction, hope, and still
pride.”
Sitting in a wheelchair catty-corner to the stage where
Obama took the oath of
office, 91-year-old Roy Battle
called Monday’s event “the
fulfillment of a dream we
never expected to be filled.”
Battle was of several Tuskegee Airmen — the legendary
African-American World War
II aviators who helped pave
the way for an integrated U.S.
military — to witness the
nation’s first black president
sworn in for the second time.
“We’ve made progress, but
I know there’s more progress
to be made,” he said. “And
Obama stands for excellence.
He’s overcome adversity.”
Battle and Mayers were
among countless onlookers
who returned to the National
Mall to watch history unfold
a second time with Obama’s
second inauguration.
Not as hectic as Obama’s
first inaugural, when Washington’s hotels were packed,
space on the National Mall
was jammed, and demand
for inauguration tickets was
high. Despite bone-numbingly cold temperatures, an
estimated 1.8 million people
flocked to the Mall that day.

Friday

partly cloudy
32°/23°

Hundreds
protest
proposed gun
restrictions
Los Angeles Times

SACRAMENTO, CA —
Hundreds rallied in front of
the Capitol in Sacramento,
Calif., on Saturday to protest
efforts to restrict gun ownership in California and across
the country.
The protest was one of
dozens held at state capitals
nationwide as politicians
push new gun laws in
the wake of the mass killing in Newtown, Conn., in
December.
“They keep adding more
and more laws,” said Wes
Holst, who hosts a radio
show about guns in Santa
Cruz, Calif. “More laws
don’t prevent crime.”
Some people waved flags
or hoisted signs saying
“hands off my guns” and
“gun laws don’t stop criminals, bullets do,” and many
spoke fearfully of restrictions they say would leave
them defenseless against
criminals or even a government they view with
suspicion.
California has some of
the toughest gun laws in the

The Traditional Mixed Martial Arts Dojo is now
offering an active shooters disarming clinic.
Learn how to disarm a firearm from an active shooter
without you or others getting hurt! Learn how to be
proactive and take charge of YOUR safety!
Clinic will be held Jan. 17th & 22nd, 7-8:30pm.
Enrollment in either date is just $15
Call to sign up today!
Small Classes—High Quality—Lowest Prices!
171 E Neff Ave. Harrisonburg, VA
540-433-7300 www.traditionalmma.net

country, and there were no
firearms to be seen at Saturday’s rally. A few people wore
empty holsters.
Daniel Silverman, an information technology consultant
who lives in Tracy, said he
organized the Sacramento
event as part of a grassroots
campaign called Guns Across
America. He said the rally was
not connected to Gun Appreciation Day, which was started
by a Republican consulting
firm based in Washington.
He said politicians have
unfairly singled out firearms
as the cause of violence. A gun,
he said, is only “a piece of plastic, aluminum and steel that
does no harm in the hands of
good men and women.”
Christina Marrotti, 33, of
East Sacramento brought her
two daughters, ages 2 and 4, to
the rally. One had a sign saying
“my mom loves guns” and the
other had a sign saying “arm
my teacher.”
“Wherever you take away
the right to have guns, the
crime rate increases,” she said.
“As a mother, that scares me.”
In schools, she said, “our
kids are open game.”
Several protesters and
speakers said guns were a key
part of their personal freedom.
“We’re not fighting for our
right to be sportsmen,” said
Jonathan Zachariou, a pastor in Davis. Guns, he said,
are the “best way to suppress
tyranny.”

1/22/13

52 Chowderhead
55 Shaded
57 Secretly keep in
the email loop,
briefly
58 Pipe bend
59 Battery type
60 “Far out!”
62 Columbia, for
one
63 Bus. card
letters
64 Acetyl ending

China works
toward ending
abusive system
McClatchy Newspapers

BEIJING — China signaled
Monday that it may put an end to
its “re-education through labor,”
a system that police here use
to cast people, without trial or
recourse, into a system of labor
camps infamous for abuse.
A government legal adviser
confirmed that the use of the
program “will be tightly restricted, with lawmakers expected to
approve its abolition this year,”
according to an article published by state media Monday. If
so, the move would be viewed as
a step toward reform under the
new leader of the Chinese Communist Party, Xi Jinping, whose
installment in November was
accompanied by rampant speculation about how much change,
if any, he was likely to back.
Re-education through labor,
established during Mao Zedongera China in the 1950s, allows
police to send Chinese to camps
for up to four years. It’s been
used to crack down on a wide
range of behavior, including
religious activity, political activism and drug use. Some official
reports say there currently are
about 60,000 Chinese toiling
within the system, while others cite a figure of 160,000 as
of 2008.
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Legacy lives on
JMU celebrates diversity with series of events
that highlight Martin Luther King’s influence

By Eric Graves
The Breeze

brian prescott /
the breeze

TOP On Thursday
afternoon, more than
150 people gathered
to participate in the
March and Speak Out
in honor of Martin
Luther King Jr.
President Jon Alger
and Mark Warner,
vice president of
Student Affairs and
Academic Planning,
were among the
attendants.
left Arthur Dean,
special assistant to
the president for
diversity, speaks
in Warren Hall at
the end of the walk
to an audience of
students, faculty and
community members.

In commeration of Martin Luther King Jr.’s historic march on
Washington, more than 150 people sang “We Shall Overcome” as
they walked through campus last week.
“Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was one of the first persons that I
emulated,” Isaac Hargrove, a sophomore psychology major and codirector of the Contemporary Gospel Singers said. “He’s been so
influential and helpful in how I carry myself as a person. He went
past the black community and into the Latino, Jewish and Asian communities as well.”
Forty-five years after King’s death, the “Greatness
Center for Multicultural Student Sercomes from
vices sponsored a memorial walk and
Speak Out session on Thursday night in how you serve
commemoration of King’s birthday. The
and impact
event focused on keeping King’s vision
and teachings alive through the current others. Find
generation.
what you love,
President Jon Alger and Mark Warner,
vice president of Student Affairs and Aca- invest, commit
demic Planning, led a group of more than
and build with
150 with a banner reading, “Annual Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration,” starting at others as you
the James Madison’s statue and ending at
serve. Dr. King
Transitions in Warren Hall.
Organizations including Gamma Sigma left a legacy
Sigma, the Asian Student Union, Zeta Phi
that we’re
Beta, the Chinese Student Association
and the Latino Student Association held still dreaming
their own personalized banners. They had
about today.”
pictures of King as well as influential messages depicting how King influenced their Arthur Dean
communities.
special assistant
There were four stations set up along the to the president
walk, each one symbolizing a different key for diversity
area or figure in the Civil Rights Movement.
Station one was located outside Roop Hall,
station two on the steps of Wilson Hall, station three in front of Burruss Hall, the wax
museum in front of Carrier Library and station four in the commons.
During the walk, Hargrove sang several other songs to set the mood.
Others joined in, singing quietly along as they made their way from
station to station.
At the first station, students portrayed farmworkers and fair labor
union workers fighting for equal opportunity in the workplace.
The second station depicted Abraham Heschel, an influential Jewish
philosopher, awarding King with the Judaism and World Peace Award
in 1965. The actor portraying Heschel called for the taking down of
racial barriers and for the Jewish community to support King’s cause.
see walk, page 4

JMU earns higher ranking in
affordability despite rising tuition
High graduation rate could be possible answer for increase in rank
By Mark Overstreet
contributing writer

Even with tuition rising every year,
JMU is still considered a value.
At the beginning of January 2013,
JMU was ranked 20th in Kiplinger’s
top 100 affordable universities poll,
an eight-place improvement from
2012.
Low average student debt, outstanding education, four-year
graduation rate and amount of
financial aid given are all factors considered in the poll.
But JMU’s tuition for in- and outof-state students has increased since
last year. For in-state students, tuition
increased from $4,224 to $4,404 per
semester. For out-of-state students,
tuition increased from $10,869 to
$11,398.
The tuition rise didn’t stop Danni
Liu, a graduate business student,
from continuing her education at
JMU.
“JMU’s tuition may be rising, but
they offer plenty of after-college
opportunities,” Liu said. “Job fairs,
career planning, mock interviewing
— the tools are here, and it’s up to us
to use them.”
But Jessica Gundry, a graduate
accounting student, feels the tuition
rise hurts students, specifically outof-state students like her.
“I think it is ridiculous that outof-state costs so much more than
in-state [tuition].” Gundry said. “I
think that tuition should be the same
for everyone — why are advantages given to students who live in the
state of the institution they want to
attend?”
Gundry said the only reason she
was able to come to JMU was because
her parents saved money for her college education.
“My parents flat-out told me, ‘If we
hadn’t saved up a college fund, JMU
would be too expensive,’ — regardless of JMU’s highly ranked business
school,” Gundry said.
Academic and Career Adviser

Wayland’s world
Every Monday, The Breeze will feature top stories from previous issues to
celebrate its 90th anniversary this year.
Today’s feature is from an article in the Nov. 4th, 1933 issue.

“People change careers
often, and JMU prepares
alumni for anything if
the desire is there.”
Chris Campbell

academic and career adviser

Chris Campbell said the issue isn’t
unique to JMU.
“I don’t know many school’s
tuitions that aren’t increasing,”
Campbell said. “When a student
comes in, we aren’t thinking ‘How
can this student pay off his debts in
the fastest way possible?’ We want
them to find something they enjoy
first, and then figure out a way to get
paid doing that.”
For example, Virginia Tech students saw an increase in their tuition
as well. In-state tuitions went from

margie Currier /the breeze

$5,254 per semester in 2011-2012 and
$5,461 per semester this year. Outof-state tuition also increased from
$12,240 per semester to $12,957 per
semester in 2012-2013. JMU’s Board of
Visitors hasn’t proposed or approved
a tuition increase for the upcoming
year, according to Public Affairs Manager Bill Wyatt.
Despite the tuition dilemma, JMU
is doing its part to raise affordability as
well, according to Wyatt.
“JMU believes that it offers a high
quality education at a price that is
competitive compared to similar institutions,” Wyatt said.
Even if tuition continues to rise,
Campbell is confident that alumni can
get the job they want since he thinks
that JMU students are prepared.
“People change careers often, and
JMU prepares alumni for anything if
the desire is there,” Campbell said.
Contact Mark Overstreet at
overstma@dukes.jmu.edu.

‘Dr. John W. Wayland, former professor of history and social science
at H. T. C, and author of a number
of books, was the principal speaker at chapel exercises, Wednesday,
November 22, Dr. Wayland, who
is well known to the students of
the college,chose as his topic, The
Shenandoah Valley and Its Literature, citing many incidents and
places significant in the literary history of the Valley.
Sidney Lanier, the famous poet,
spent a short time in the Shenandoah Valley, in 1789, according to
Dr.Wayland, and while here wrote
his well-known “The Sciences of
English Verse.”
Miss Mary Townsand wrote the
poem, “The Georgia Volunteers,” in
Augusta County around 1877-78.
Among the incidents with a greater literary significance were, (1) the
establishment and organization of
school in Harrisonburg, by Bishop Francis Asbury in 1794, (2) the
establishment of a printing press in
New Market by Admiral Hinkle, (3)
the writing of an epic poem on the
adventures of Daniel Boone by a
native of his vicinity.
ln 1816 two men who became distinguished in their field began to
compile material and publish books.
These were Joseph Funk and Adams
Davidson, who were noted for their
music books.
Dr. Wayland also cited the fact that
from 1873-77, there was operated at
Bridgewater, the first modern normal training school for teachers in
Virginia.
“There are a variety of conditions favorable to literary life in the
Shenandoah Valley,” said Dr. Wayland. “The natural scenery is one of
the most inspiring factors in the literary life of the valley.”

Two other factors discussed by
the speaker were the notable history of the valley and the variety of
race elements and religions in the
valley which is the chief factor in literary development, according to Dr.
Wayland.
The speaker spoke of several
spectacular events in the valley’s
history,which have been treated in
literature.
Notable in this class is the crossing
of the Blue Ridge by Alexander Spottswood and his company.
Dr. Wayland pointed out several
places of significance in the valley,
and explained how each is notable
in history.
Some of these were Lexington, Winchester, Greenway Court,
the home of Lord Fairfax and one
of the most romantic spots in the
valley,Woodstock, New Market,
which has been chief literary centers
of the Shenandoah Valley, Staunton,
Harrisonburg and Singers Glenn,
where a great many music books
have been published.
“In more recent years,
Dayton,Strasburg and Staunton have
been the most active centers in the
Shenandoah Valley as far as productive literature is concerned,” stated
Dr. Wayland.
He cited a number of distinguished writers who were born in the
valley,such as Hohn Eastman Cook,
Phillip Pendleton Cook, William J.
Showalter,Woodrow Wilson,and
Samuel. Smosker, who was born at
New Market, and who ranks as one
of the most prolific writers of the
country.
Among those great writers who
were long residents of the valley but
not natives are listed:
Margaret J. Preston, poet, G. E.
Gordon, poet.
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walk | Open discussion draws emotional responses from participants
from page 3

“I am here to fight for change,”
the actor portraying King said as
he wrote letters from Birmingham Jail at station three. “I will
bring hope to our people. I only
hope these letters reach the
right people.”
Stationed outside of Carrier
Library, several student actors
portrayed a “wax museum” of
influential civil rights leaders,
including King, Rosa Parks,
John F. Kennedy, Hiram Fong
and Barack Obama.
The students remained still
despite the stares and cold
weather. Each actor either sat
or stood with quiet dignity

that resembled the demeanor
of their characters. The actress
playing Rosa Parks sat on a
bench with perfect posture and
confidence.
At the final station, Harvey
Milk was portrayed by a student
speaking in front of conflicting
gay-marriage protests. Milk
became the first openly gay
politician to be elected for public office in California after he
won a seat on the San Francisco
board of supervisors.
“Without hope they have
nothing,” the actor portraying
Milk said about homosexuals
who have not come out with
their sexuality. “With hope they
have everything. They can stay

in the closet and kill themselves,
or fight back. The light is green
for everyone.”
The walk concluded inside
Transitions inside Warren Hall,
where Alger, Warner and Arthur
Dean, special assistant to the
president for diversity, reflected
on King’s message through the
past generations of Baby Boomers and Generation X.
“For a lot of us, these images
and portrayals are reminders
of things that have happened
in our lifetime,” Alger said. “It
was great to see the struggle of
the people actually in front of
us. We’ve come a long way, but
have a long way to go.”
Dean remembers hearing

about King first from AfricanAmerican comic books and
learning his teachings from then
on. He has applied King’s influence to his own life and used it
to shape his own beliefs.
“Greatness comes from how
you serve and impact others,”
Dean said. “Find what you love,
invest, commit and build with
others as you serve. Dr. King left
a legacy that we’re still dreaming about today.”
The event was then opened
up to the crowd for discussion.
They were asked about what
things people have seen that
show King’s influence had not
skipped this generation.
A young boy, who attended

MLK | ‘We have diversity in different ways’
from front

it because I rarely find people
who look like me in it,” Raychel
Whyte, president of Madison
Equality, said. “I’m glad to say
that I’ve never experienced
any harassment from anyone
on campus.”
One of the cornerstones of
the JMU orientation program
has been the emphasis on the
different facets of diversity.

“I’m glad to say that
I’ve never experienced
any harassment from
anyone on campus.”
Raychel Whyte

president of Madison
Equality

Galeano believes that it isn’t
just someone’s ethnicity that
determines JMU’s diversity.
“We have diversity in different ways,” Galeano said.
“While we may not be visually diverse, we learn so much
from each other outside of the
classroom.”
The Center for Multicultural Services sponsored
the 2013 Martin Luther King
Jr. Celebration Week, which

featured events designed to
spread awareness of equality issues and the fight that
King fought in the ’60s. The
week culminated in a presentation by Marc Lamont
Hill, a columnist and editor at the Phila delphia
Daily News and professor
at Columbia University.
Contact Dylan Garner
at breezecopy@gmail.com.

with his mother, was the first to
speak. He said that King was a
great leader who inspired and
encouraged others to keep
working for a better future.
Anthony Gay, a freshman
athletic training major, was
pleasantly surprised by how
creative and informative the
event was.
“It was so good to see so
many people from different
walks of life all together celebrating the work of Dr. King,”
Gay said. “I’ve never been to
anything even similar like this.
This event was so unbiased,
available to everyone and just a
joy to attend.”
The responses received from

the crowd ranged from emotional accounts of personal
experiences to thought -provoking remarks about King’s
influence and his teachings.
Many in the crowd applauded
through teary eyes after the discussion ended.
“Everyone has a role to play in
this,” Alger said. “We need to see
how we can continue to open
doors. We need to think about
how we treat each other. Dr.
King had a dream, and it is still
a dream. This generation has a
responsibility to keep it going.
We can dream it big together.”
Contact Eric Graves at
gravesem@dukes.jmu.edu.

Growth | Online
distance classes expand
from front

“There’s a lot of space that
will be added in the next five to
seven years that frees up space,”
Wyatt said. “It’s nice for the university to acquire property and
turn it to needs of students of
faculty.”
President Jon Alger is also trying to broaden JMU’s spectrum
by continuing his Listening
Tour, a series of meetings held
on and off campus aimed to
promote conversation about
JMU’s goals. Alger gave an
update on the tour at Friday’s
meeting.
“The idea of these events isn’t
just for me as president to hear
from people, to listen and learn,”
Alger said. “It’s really also about
building our sense of community, to talk about where we’ve
been, where we are right now,
and what are dreams are and
how we go forward together.”
Alger said there’s been about
30 visits to date. He’ll be travelling to other areas in the spring
like Washington, D.C., New York
City and Tampa.
One of the several themes of
Listening Tour is JMU’s need
of private funding. Alger mentioned that although 97 percent
of alumni said they had a great
undergraduate experience at
JMU, only seven percent of
them report giving back to the
university.
Leslie Gilliam, chair of the
development committee, said
that a “comprehensive capital
campaign” is to begin in July
2014 in an attempt to increase
alumni giving.
Later in the meeting, provost
Jerry Benson lead a committee
of four faculty members in a discussion about advancing JMU’s
online education opportunities.
“New capabilities in technology are changing learning,”
Benson said. “We’re looking
at two things — one, how do
we deliver the curriculum, the
other thing is, how do we go

about granting credit for alternative ways of learning.”
According to Sarah Cheverton, director of the Center
for Instructional Technology,
online education is already well
integrated into JMU’s curriculum. Since 2001, JMU has had
33,000 students enrolled in
online distance learning, and
nearly every academic department has offers one online
course.
“Our focus on camp is to support the meaningful integration
of appropriate technology,”
Cheverton said. “While we love
technology, we try to make good
use of it and not just have fun.”
Cheverton also mentioned
JMU’s involvement in the 4-VA
program, where JMU, George
Mason, University of Virginia
and Virginia Tech have collaborated to allow students to take
classes that may be offered by
these other universities.
Students are able to take
these classes through “telepresence” technology, a live
videoconference that allows
students and the instructor
to feel like they’re in the same
room.
Biology professor and Director of the Center for Faculty
Innovation, Carol Hurney, said
that there’s many opportunities that can stem from JMU’s
online programs, including the
possibility for alumni to maintain their relationship with JMU
after graduation.
“When we think about
our goal to promote lifelong
learning, and that high value
that our alumni place on our
educational experiences, the
alumni really do seem like a
wonderful opportunity to offer
JMU courses to these populations to they can continue
their learning experience long
after they’ve graduated from
this institution,” Hurney said.
Contact IJ Chan at
breezenews@gmail.com.
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Abortion bill
benefits Va.
A few months ago, Kelsey
Wadsworth argued that birth
control should be subsidized by the
government. In last week’s Breeze she
argued that government-imposed
regulations on abortion clinics are
unfair. Unfortunately for Wadsworth,
she can’t have it both ways.
The government interference that
the article cites as “bullying” includes
increasing the number of sinks in
abortion clinics and the size of their
exam rooms. What Wadsworth fails to
mention is that the bill also “imposes”
measures such as changing the
sponges that are used to clean
equipment more than once a week
and cleaning operating tables more
frequently. Surprisingly enough,
women’s health really is a concern in
this “government interference.”
It isn’t fair to claim, as Wadsworth
does, that no other healthcare
providers are being bullied like
abortion facilities. Under the Health
and Human Services mandate,
thousands of institutions are being
forced to provide services that are
against their morals to continue
receiving funding. What about all of
the Catholic hospitals that are forced
to provide birth control?
Another “imposition” Wadsworth
cites is the requirement that all
women be allowed to see an
ultrasound of their child before
having an abortion. Facilities like
Planned Parenthood often do
not conduct ultrasounds or hide
the images from women in fear
that they will choose not to get an
abortion. This bill would only require
that doctors offer the mother an
ultrasound, not force her to view
it. This bill seems to promote the
woman’s informed choice, but
apparently not the sort of informed
choice that the pro-abortion
movement supports.
Wadsworth also claims that an
ultrasound is an “invasive procedure,
since the fetus is so young,” yet there
isn’t a shred of evidence anywhere
that ultrasounds harm babies,
no matter how young. Besides,
why worry about the effects of the
ultrasound if the baby is going to be
aborted, anyway?
However, Wadsworth is right
about one thing: “this new legislation
is a poorly disguised attempt at
furthering the agenda of antiabortion advocates.” In the end,
it’s not about sinks. This legislation
is indeed an attempt by Gov. Bob
McDonnell to force abortion clinics
to close down or limit their services.
Both the anti-abortion and the
pro-abortion movements tend to
disguise their intentions like this, and
I think it makes things unnecessarily
complicated.
Why can’t we each be up front
and argue the issue that is really at
hand? I, for one, would like to be
clear about my position: I am antiabortion and I will be on the National
Mall this Friday for the March for Life
to prove it. Like Wadsworth, I believe
that “staying silent is no longer an
option.”
Caitrin Rhoads is a senior
interdisciplinary liberal studies
major. Contact Caitrin at
rhoadsce@dukes.jmu.edu.
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JESSICA WILLIAMS | in plain English

Let’s give them something to tweet about
As we spend more time on social media sites, our lives have become too boring to share online
The Internet has unleashed its
wrath upon Tina Fey. In her most
recent “Ask Tina” web video, Fey
claimed she hates Twitter because
“most people
are so f---ing
boring that
they should
just shut up.”
I guess she
doesn’t find
-character
blurbs about
what someone
had for breakfast interesting.
Of course people on the Internet
are boring. We spend all of our time
scrolling web pages instead of going
out and doing things worth talking
about. If we were interesting, we
wouldn’t be on the Internet.
It’s the ultimate paradox of social
media. We participate in it because
we’re bored, but everyone else is just
as bored and just as boring. It gets

repetitive. Just look at the millions
of JMU Twitter accounts. Every
other tweet is about how hungover
the person is: “@JMUPartyProbz
Soooo hungover & it’s only am on a
Friday!!! #jmugoeshard.” Do I need to
reread that every weekend?
Though some of us do have
lives, the few interesting things that
happen to us are lost in a sea of
information.
Would Martin Luther King Jr.’s
“I have a dream” speech made as
much of an impact if he posted it as
a status in between “Ashley just said
the funniest thing…” and “I just got
concert tickets to Imagine Dragons.”
When you know every aspect of a
person’s life, they suddenly become
a lot less intriguing and admirable.
As Jodie Foster recently put it:
“Privacy. Some day, in the future,
people will look back and remember
how beautiful it once was.”
I’m not saying I’m not guilty of

this. I think if my life ever flashes
before my eyes, most of it will be
me sitting at home laughing at GIFs
of cats on tumblr. And if Tina Fey
and I were to have a conversation,
she would probably call me a
“millennial” and say I should shut
up. But at least I realize it.
I left my phone at home for
about six hours on Sunday, which
shouldn’t be any great feat. When I
got over the initial panic of not being
able to scroll Facebook or check my
email every second, I felt a sense of
freedom. I wasn’t being controlled
by a piece of technology. When
left alone for more than a second, I
couldn’t resort to looking down at
a screen. I had to sit in silence and
look at other people. I had to think.
And, believe it or not, when
people don’t have a constant update
about what you’re doing, they start
assuming you have a life and move
on. The world does not end if you

don’t tweet or post a status every
day.
I know that all of this has been
said a thousand times by “social
media experts” on morning talk
shows and everyone’s parents, but
they don’t know what it’s like to
scroll Facebook until three in the
morning, thinking, “Do I have a
problem?” This is coming from an
Internet addict who is rivaled only by
those Korean teenagers, who spend
so long in web cafes they forget to go
to the bathroom.
We need to go out and live.
Otherwise, the only stories we’ll be
telling our grandchildren will be
ones that start out “One time, I saw
the funniest thing on Facebook …”
Jessica Williams is an English
and writing, rhetoric and
technical communication double
major. Contact Jessica at
breezeopinion@gmail.com.

LUCAS WACHOB | no goal

Cruel punishment pushes Internet prodigy to the edge
Aaron Swartz’s suicide exposes the harsh realities of America’s criminal justice system
Aaron Swartz, the -year-old
programmer known for developing
the RSS specification and
cofounding
Reddit.com,
hanged
himself on
Jan.  due
to an unfair
prison
sentence.
Swartz
was facing
 years
in prison and a massive federal
investigation because he illegally
downloaded academic articles
from the JSTOR (Journal Storage)
database. His financial resources
had nearly been depleted, his
friends were being subpoenaed
and  months of negotiations
with the government had been
unproductive and frustrating.
I won’t say it was the prosecution
that killed Swartz, but his father will.

DARTS

He told the Chicago-Sun Times “he
was killed by the government.”
Swartz wasn’t just a child prodigy
programmer. He also organized
the successful campaign to defeat
the Stop Online Piracy Act in .
Swartz’s passion for online freedom
and access to information drove him
to commit the crime that brought
him under federal investigation. But
was it such a crime?
When it comes to downloading
things for free, there are a lot of
guilty people in this country.
Swartz’s theft of academic journals
can at least be justified as an attempt
to give others access to information.
Many of us with hard drives full of
stolen music and movies have much
less sympathetic motives.
Prosecutors have a job to
represent the government and
go after those who break the law,
but they are also public servants.
Losing a promising young leader
like Swartz is not good for society,

PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “what-goes-around-comesaround” dart to the jerks who
threw food on my car in the back
of the parking lot.
From a senior who is still madly
in love with JMU despite you
lowlifes.
A “why-are-you-even-here?”
dart to the four girls on the right

side of my physics class who talk
incessantly during lecture.
From someone who is actually
trying to learn something and
can’t wait to watch you crash and
burn.
A “you-too!” pat to the guy who
shouted “Nice pants!”
From the girl who didn’t realize
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words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
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the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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and a more gentle and humane
approach may have saved him.
Instead, the government insisted on
labeling Swartz a “felon,” pursuing
him with legal tools created to fight
terrorists.
Swartz certainly did wrong, but
he did so with the right intentions.
For what it’s worth, JSTOR didn’t
want to press charges. Regardless,
there are better ways to deal with
young people who step a little
over the line than to hit them
with every possible punishment
you can. As The New Yorker’s Tim
Wu observed, Apple founders
Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak
committed similar crimes in their
youth by hacking long-distance
phones. They weren’t attacked
by the federal government and
who knows how things could be
different if they had been. The
point is that a little bit of tolerance
goes a long way in allowing people
to learn their talents and limits.

One of America’s greatest
strengths is its tolerance and
forgiveness. The online economy has
been dominated by companies and
innovations from the United States
precisely because of our willingness
to bend rules, explore new worlds
and celebrate entrepreneurship.
When our laws are enforced so
brutally, we fail as Americans.
Last year, JMU changed its motto
from “Knowledge is Liberty” to
“Be the Change.” Swartz embodied
both of these statements. If we truly
believe in our academic mission
and in improving the world, then we
have to sympathize with how Swartz
lived his life, and further, we have
to ask how to build a world where
people like him can flourish for more
than  short years.
Lucas Wachob is a senior public
policy and administration major.
Contact Lucas at wachoblm@
dukes.jmu.edu.

what was going on until she
looked back and saw that you
were also wearing red corduroys.

“no cutting” lesson a long time
ago, but is very sure that you did
not.

A “thank-you-thank-youyou’re-far-too-kind” pat to the
gentleman who followed me to
return a dropped slide glove.
From a girl who appreciates
your efforts and is thankful she
doesn’t have to buy or make
another.

A “you’re-looking-prettydown” dart to my bank account.
From a junior who’s feeling
the effects of not working (but
constantly shopping) over winter
break.

A “go-back-to-kindergarten”
dart to the redhead who cut
in front of me and eight other
people in the Chick-fil-A line.
From a senior who learned the

An “aren’t-you-sweet?” pat to
the waitress who gave me an extra
large piece of lemon pie after I
told her I was having a bad day.
From a girl who’s glad you
understood that sometimes you
just need the extra carbs.
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indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason
and humanity over error and oppression.”
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Women’s basketball (10-7)

Hitting their stride

Women’s basketball rolls in wins over
William & Mary and Georgia State;
team holds third place in CAA standings

SEan cassidy / The Breeze

LEFT Freshman guard Precious Hall drives to the basket for two of her 14 points against William & Mary on Thursday.
RIGHT Freshman Angela Mickens scored eight points in 13 minutes on the floor. She shot 60 percent from the field.

By Evan Nicely and Chase Kiddy
The Breeze

JMU at Georgia State

by the numbers
Precious Hall,
Tarik Hislop &
Kirby Burkholder*

Rest of team

108

92

55

10

Field goals

15/41

5/17

Free throws

20/21

0/0

Rebounds

19

25

Assists

7

2

Minutes
Points

*combined
Alexa johnson / The Breeze

After an extensive stay in Harrisonburg,
leaving the cozy confines of the Convocation
Center didn’t slow down the JMU women’s
basketball team.
The Dukes (10-7, 4-1 CAA) played their first
road game since Jan. 6 on Sunday, grabbing
a decisive 65-49 at Georgia State.
With reigning Colonial Athletic Association Defensive Player of the Year Nikki
Newman out for the remainder of the season after suffering an ankle injury in a game
against Duquesne on Dec. 16, senior team
leader Tarik Hislop and junior sharpshooter
Kirby Burkholder are left to pilot the team.
On Sunday, freshman Precious Hall
rounded out the threesome. The three guards
outscored Georgia State (9-7, 1-4 CAA) by
themselves, totaling 55 of the team’s 65
points on their own.
Hislop paced the Dukes with her gamehigh 20 points and Burkholder poured in
17, but it was Hall who stole the show with a
career-high 18 points.
“She’s getting better and better,” said head
coach Kenny Brooks. “One of the things that
sometimes gets overlooked with Precious,
because she shoots the ball well and she’s
scoring, is her defense. Although her feet
aren’t the quickest, she has the quickest and
strongest hands of anyone I’ve had. If she’s
around the basketball, she’s gonna get it.”
In addition to her career-high mark at
Georgia State, Hall totaled 14 points and
five assists in Thursday’s win over William
& Mary.
“I always knew Precious’ skills in practice,”
Hislop said. “We knew she was a shooter and
we knew what she was capable of doing, but
I think the light bulb turned on for her.”
Despite her hot shooting, Hall’s defense

has been a question mark during this season.
It was only recently that Brooks has felt more
comfortable putting her out there to guard
the opposing team’s best player.
“I’ve been guarding the top scorers on
the other teams, and defensively I feel more
comfortable because [Brooks] is telling me
to guard the best player so I have to step up,”
Hall said.
JMU (10-7, 4-1) handed the Panthers (9-7,
1-4) their fifth loss in six games in a contest
between two teams heading in opposite
directions. The Dukes handed Georgia State
its fifth loss since Dec. 30, a significant black
mark on a Panthers team that started its season 8-2.
The Dukes, meanwhile, continue to climb
the CAA standings. JMU fell to 3-6 after consecutive December losses to Richmond,
Liberty and Duquesne, but Brooks has
coached his team to what nearly amounted
to an eight-game winning streak.
The lone defeat was a home loss to Drexel
(12-4, 5-0 CAA), who won a tight game on
Jan. 10 when Drexel went ahead on a pair
of free throws with four seconds remaining
in regulation.
Three days before their win at Georgia
State, the Dukes easily handled the visiting
William & Mary Tribe on Thursday night
82-52, blowing their way through the official
midpoint of the season. JMU never trailed
and was again powered by a big game from
Hislop, who finished with 21 points.
“I thought we were good in all aspects,”
Brooks said. “These kids are stepping up.
They continue to get more confident and
they’re going to roll.”
L osing Newman earlier this season was a devastating blow to
the Dukes and forced Brooks to
see DUKES, page 9
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Imaginary girlfriend creates real problems
Notre Dame linebacker’s gaffe sure to linger with NFL draft approaching

By dylan garner
The Breeze

Notre Dame linebacker Manti
Te’o finished second in the
Heisman Trophy voting in a field of
quarterbacks and running backs.
He led his legendary Notre Dame
defense to its first championship
game in a generation. Yet all anyone
wants to talk about recently is his
nonexistent girlfriend.
In September, it was reported
that both Te’o’s grandmother and
girlfriend died within 24 hours of
each other: the first from old age and
a battle with diabetes, and the latter
from leukemia.
Te’o was considered the hero of a
historic Notre Dame defense that was
setting records until its loss in the
Jan. 7 championship game in Miami.
A bizarre twist in the Te’o’s tale was
introduced less than 10 days after the

game, when the website Deadspin
reported it couldn’t not find any
evidence of Lennay Kekua, Te’o’s
girlfriend, as a student at Stanford
or as a citizen of the United States.
Lennay Kekua was fake.
After an official response
explaining how Te’o was duped
through online dating, the news
spread like wildfire.
The hoax was comedic gold
for every 140-character stand-up
artist on Twitter, whether it was
the revelation of his missed tackles
as hugs toward his girlfriend or
“Jeopardy” champion Ken Jennings
sympathizing with him as another
Mormon who made up a girlfriend
in college. I, along with many
others, did a double-take when I
found out the premise of the MTV
show “Catfish” actually happened
to people — particularly to those in
a spotlight as large as the one Te’o

finds himself in.
While we have gotten all of our
laughs in since Wednesday, there are
still serious matters surrounding the
most unusual sports story of 2013 so
far.
The fact that Kekua was an
established name in sports media
in the first place has drawn criticism
to major sports networks, and
deservedly so. While Te’o’s story did
serve as an incredible rallying cry
for the championship-contending
Fighting Irish, it isn’t ESPN’s or NBC
Sports’ job to play on such events
for the sole purpose of proliferating
drama. We see it time and time again
from the hosts and analysts who insist
on making a point about someone’s
character or drive, presuming
that these players will magically
outperform another team because
of it.
Even if sports media felt the need

to spice up Te’o’s tragedies for the
sake of entertainment, they still broke
one of the commandments of ethical
journalism: factual accuracy. They
simply didn’t check their facts.
Deadspin, which serves as the
sports branch of the oft-criticized
Gawker Media network, was the
only publication that took the
steps to fact-check the details
every organization should have the
day that Te’o’s grandmother and
girlfriend died. While it deserves
considerable credit, the fact that a
glorified blog like Deadspin had to
be the one to uncover something
as simple as someone’s existence
is extremely sad. The insistence of
writers and reporters to turn games
into emotional triumphs or tragedies
clearly needs to be restrained.
On the sports side of the equation,
analysts have been barraged with
questions regarding Te’o’s status in

the upcoming NFL Draft. Te’o was
initially projected to be a shoo-in for a
top-15 spot in the draft because of his
seemingly incredible intelligence at a
key position on defense.
However, his value should be
under serious consideration because
of this debacle.
Both potential outcomes of this
situation bode poorly for Te’o’s
draft stock. If it turns out that he
fabricated the entire story, he would
be permanently associated with one
of the most elaborate lies in sports
history.
If it was a hoax, Te’o will look like
a complete moron after falling for
such a prank. If you were a general
manager looking for a defensive
leader, who would you rather draft —
a scam artist or a fool?
Contact Dylan Garner at
breezecopy@gmail.com.
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want more tricks?
See a slide show of Tobini in action at breezejmu.org.
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Too much
‘Mama’

all in the

CARDS

By Jenny Claire Knight
The Breeze

sean cassidy & matt schmachtenberg / The Breeze

By Sydney Palese
contributing writer

Eddie Tobey doesn’t mind showing people how to fix
their JACards, but when it comes to revealing the secret
behind his magic card tricks, his lips are sealed.
Tobey, 50, works as a JACard network technician for
Card Services and is a local for-hire magician. His shows
range from family shows to “experiments in mentalism,”
and run anywhere from 45-to-75 minutes in length.
“You can describe how a trick is done in three sentences,
but to make it come alive, you have to have a story and
create a reason for why the magic happens,” Tobey said.
His debut as a magician was on his ninth birthday with
a trick called “How to Make a Quarter Cry” — a show he
described as a “total flop.” Unfortunately, he squeezed
tears out of his eyes before the quarter cried.
“I wasn’t used to hecklers,” he said. “My neighborhood
bully was razzing me. I didn’t know how to deal with it and
just broke down crying.”
Tobey continued to perform magic for his elementary
school assemblies, but the desire to perform magic fizzled
in his teen years and ultimately ended with adulthood. It
wasn’t until six years ago when he saw illusionist Criss
Angel on TV performing a trick called “The Ambitious
Card” that his passion was reignited.
“I saw how he spiced it up and gave it life, so I bought
a deck of cards and started practicing tricks I learned as
a kid,” Tobey said.
The tricks came easily to Tobey and, eventually, he had
a “mini repertoire.” As time went on, he learned more, met
more magicians and soon became president of the International Brotherhood of Magicians in Staunton.
“I thought, ‘Yeah, I can do this.’” Tobey said. “It’s fun, it’s
gratifying. I love it. I’m certainly not a superstar yet. I’m
performing a lot and that’s all that matters.”
Mark Cline, a friend of Tobey’s and fantasy sculptor said,

Eddie Tobey, JMU
Card Services
technician, has
been practicing
magic since age 9.
Although “Tobini”
has extensive
experience, he
says magic is “five
percent knowing
how to do a trick,
and 95 percent
practice and
performance.”

contact Jenny Claire Knight
at knightjc@dukes.jmu.edu.

On-campus resources

Internships
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY sean cassidy & matt schmachtenberg / The Breeze

programs are often seen as summerlong training periods for entry-level
recruitment.
Cote also advises students to get
involved in organizations where you
can take on leadership roles.
“The skills you learn planning an
event for your sorority or raising
money for a scholarship fund are
easily translatable to the real world,”
Cote said.

Networking
Networking establishes connections between people in particular
professional fields. You don’t need to
be graduating to reach out to potential employers with questions about
what you can do to get ahead. One of

the best ways to begin networking
is to ask yourself questions: What
are my strengths and how can I
describe them in a way to present
myself as an asset to this company?
According to Cote, practicing how
to “sell yourself” is the first step to
becoming a successful job seeker.
Creating a connection with your
potential employers through networking platforms is essential. Wood
struggled with the frustration of
sending her résumé into cyberspace
and rarely hearing anything back.
“What really got me the job was
reaching out via LinkedIn to a Burson
recruiter that I shared a connection
with,” Cote said. “He connected back
with me and shared my résumé with
the hiring manager for the role.”

‘PG-13’ 100 min.
Starring Jessica
Chastain, Nikolaj
Coster-Waldau, Megan
Charpentier

Contact Bridget Condon at
condonbj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Internships and networking essential, but services specific to JMU can help students get ahead

Now that it’s application season, it’s
important to make sure you become
one of the 86 percent of JMU graduates
who enter into a job market related to
their major within six months,, according
to alumni and graduate success ratings.
Three recent graduates share advice
on how to navigate the application and
résumé process.

Mama


Many students forget about the
resources JMU has to help students
find jobs. The Career and Academic Planning Center recommends
using Recruit-A-Duke to get your
résumé noticed. Employers post
job openings there looking specifically for JMU graduates. CAP also
offers résumé writing workshops,
individual résumé review appointments and “roadshows,” where you
can have your résumé reviewed and
receive feedback from an employer.
There are also several “mock
interviews” set up through CAP so
students can practice their interviewing skills with a professional
employer who provides feedback on
your performance. Emma Maynard,
a JMU CAP employee, regrets not
taking advantage of these resources
before graduating in 2007.
“I kept putting it off because
my thought was, ‘Well that’s the
future, I have plenty of time to
plan for that,’” said Maynard, a
sociology major. “The most important thing to remember is that the
future will come faster than you
think. You’ll be thankful if you
take the time now to properly prepare for when that chapter begins.”

JMU resources key in snagging the job
By Bridget Condon
The Breeze

Usually fairy tales end happily
ever after. Guillermo del Toro
would rather have it end with you
screaming for your mama.
Children Victoria (Megan
Charpentier) and Lilly (Isabelle
Nelisse) live alone in the woods for
over five years until they’re found at
roughly age 10 and 6 respectively.
Now partially feral, they’re placed
in the care of their uncle Lucas
(Nikolaj Coster-Waldau, “Game
of Thrones”) and his girlfriend
Annabel (current Best Actress Oscar
frontrunner Jessica Chastain).
Lucas and Annabel attempt to give
them a normal life, but the girls
keep talking to an imaginary figure
named Mama, who isn’t so willing
to give them up.
If gore and high body counts are
your idea of a good horror film,
then “Mama” won’t be for you.
“Mama” dials it back in an attempt
to be old school, but the script
needs tweaking. The first half is on
the slower side and is filled with
exposition. Unlike most horror
films, “Mama” provides a decent
explanation for why everything is
happening, but it could’ve been
explained in less time.
The scares during the first half
are hit or miss. The best ones are
the most simplistic. In the first hour
there’s a shot of a hallway and an
open bedroom door. Annabel is in
the hall, Lucas isn’t in the house
and Lilly is seemingly playing with
Victoria. That is, until Victoria
shows up next to Annabel and
you’re left to wonder who or what
Lilly is playing with. But these
types of unsettling moments only
make up a handful of the film,
unfortunately.

In the beginning, we only see
Mama through shadows and small
wisps. It’s a promising start until
30 minutes later you actually see
the ghost, more than once. Yes, she
is creepy and disturbing, but her
appearance happens too early in
the film. Each time you see her, she
becomes less scary. Once Mama’s
backstory is explained, the film
goes into its second hour and the
stakes go to a new level. She wants
the girls, and she will do anything it
takes to possess them.
“Mama” is sold as del Toro’s
project, but many will go see the
film because of Chastain‘s Oscar
buzz. Usually horror films are a
source of shame for actresses, but
Chastain should be proud of her
work. Annabel isn’t the typical
female horror lead, thankfully. Her
story arc from a rocker to nurturing
mother is a challenge that’s easily
accomplished by Chastain. Despite
Chastain’s work, it’s hard to take her
seriously during the film because
her appearance convinces you she’s
actually auditioning for a Joan Jett
biopic.
Although Chastain is good, you
should really be paying attention to
Charpentier and Nelisse. As Victoria
and Lilly, they excel in the roles.
Lilly is the most wild and most
devoted to Mama of the two, it’s
a daunting task but she takes it in
stride. When you look at Lilly there’s
no question she’s a partially-feral
child and that she believes Mama
is her mother. When you look at
them in the film they’re completely
believable, and somehow were able
to get into that mindset. The ability
to do that alone, at their age, puts
them on par with Chastain.
Like any horror film, you have
to suspend belief about certain
elements. Victoria, although barely
speaking in the beginning of the
film, is somehow able to regain a
full range of speech within days.
You have to believe that psychiatric
research just happens to have a
house available for the foursome to
live in for free, so the girls can be
used as case studies.
“Mama” is more of a Halloween
night rental than a soon-tobe classic. It may be produced
by Guillermo del Toro, but the
expected level of quality isn’t there.
Even with the right actors and a
handful of decent scares, those
elements can only make up for
some of the script’s missteps and
inconsistencies.

see magic, page 9

It can be frustrating to spend
thousands of dollars on a year of
college only to work all summer for
free, but internships are increasingly
beneficial for recent grads and current students.
“I found interning great for building my confidence, testing out
a certain field and learning new
skills and programs,” said Courtney
Wood, a 2012 graduate who majored
in writing, rhetoric and technical communication. “Companies
know when they bring you on as an
intern that you don’t have a lot of
experience, so it becomes more of a
learning environment.”
Heather Cote, a 2009 double major
in communications and media arts
and design, had two internships
before she landed a human resource
position with the public relations
firm Burson-Marsteller. Internship
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Classifieds
WRITE
ABOUT
YOUR
IMAGINARY
GIRLFRIEND.
EMAIL BREEZE
OPINION
@GMAIL.COM.

AMVETS POST 7 Full Time/
Part Time Bartender Nights/
Weekends Contact Amelia
Collins 540-421-4143
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS for Summer
2013. Timber Ridge Camp in
the Mountains of West VA is
looking for energetic fun loving counselors. Numerous
positions available-Archery,
Athletics, Rock Climbing,
Water Sports and more. Apply online at www.trcamps.
com. 800-258-2267
GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTORS: Harrisonburg Parks
& Recreation looking for
experienced gymnastics
instsructors - Monday &
Wednesday afternoons. Call
540-433-9168
DANCE ACADEMY now
interviewing for part-time
dance instructors for fall
2012-spring 2014. Must have
car and be willing to stay
through May 2014. Numerous dance forms taught.
Experience preferred. Call
540-810-3631.
CAREGIVERS NEEDED to
supervise groups of little
dancers during their concert
rehearsal week in Wilson
Hall Auditorium, May 2024. Must be able to work all
dates and times, 2-3 hours
per day between the hours

of 3:45-8:45 pm Mon-Thurs
of week specified and 6-10
pm Sat. May 25, 2-6 pm Sun,
May 26. References required.
Call 540-810-3631.
LOOKING FOR A SEASONAL JOB in Kitty Hawk, NC or
Virginia Beach? Please visit
www.rentbeachequipment.
com for job opportunities.

S T U D E N T F R I E N D LY
HOUSE available to rent
for academic year 20132014.Close to campus and
downtown. Call 810-3631 for
details.
GREAT HOUSE FOR RENT
for 2013-2014 4 Bedrooms
2 bath S. High St. close to
campus. Good Parking. Rent
is $1150/month Looking for
a group of 4. 540-478-3234
01/21/2013,Homes and Rentals; Houses for Rent,15,Two
student friendly houses for
rent for 2013-2014 academic
year. Close to campus. One
year lease. Call 810-3631 for
details.
BEDROOM IN 3BR apartment to sublet in North38
quiet building, available
immediately. All utilities
included. Rent $495. If interested, please call LaTasha at
540-333-3939

Golden China
Serving Harrisonburg Since 1972

10% Off FREE
JMU Students
Student ID Required
No Coupon Necessary

DELIVERY

Expires: 02/28/13

Full Menu •Full Buffet • Full Bar

EVERYDAY

www.GoldenChinaHarrisonburg.com

(540) 434-1285

1005 E. Market St., Harrisonburg, VA, 22801

DUKES | Freshmen stepping up

MAGIC | ‘I’m a ham. I know it.’

SEAN CASSIDY / THE BREEZE

Head coach Kenny Brooks speaks to junior guard Kirby Burkholder during a timeout on Thursday.
from page 7

call on other people to step
up.
“Nikki is way more to us
than five points and seven
rebounds,” Brooks said. “She’s
our connector, who we run
our offense through. Our kids
are starting to adjust and getting more confident. They’re
going to get it; it’s just taking
a little longer than expected.”
Apart from Hislop and Burkholder, the Dukes have been
relying on freshmen and inexperienced players like Hall,
who’s starting to turn the
corner. Coming off a week in
which she was named CAA
Rookie of the Week, Hall
came out firing against the
Tribe, knocking down a few

three-pointers to jumpstart
the team.
Freshman forward Destiny
Jones is also someone who
has filled the void left by Newman defensively. Her tenacity
and strength could give the
Dukes the answer they need
in the low post.
“She’s the strongest kid I
have ever coached,” Brooks
said. “If the ball is on the
ground and Destiny wants
it, everybody gets out of the
way and parts like the red sea.
If she was a male, she’d be
playing on Sundays, I promise you.”
JMU is just one game back
from league-leading Drexel and will get a chance to
avenge its lone conference
loss in its March 6 season

finale. Hislop maintains that
the team’s improved record
more accurately reflects the
team’s talent.
“I think we’re just learning
how to play as a team better
than we did at the beginning
of the season,” Hislop said.
“That just comes with practice and learning with each
other on the floor so I think
we’re taking steps in the right
direction and I’m happy with
where we are at right now.”
The Dukes will look to
continue their hot streak
against George Mason (6-9,
1-3 CAA) on Thursday at 7
p.m. at the Patriot Center.
CONTACT Evan Nicely
and Chase Kiddy at
breezesports@gmai.com.

SEAN CASSIDY & MATT SCHMACHTENBERG / THE BREEZE

“Tobini” uses foam balls, playing cards, fireballs and a magic wand during his performances.
from page 8

“Anybody can do a trick, but
not everyone can do magic.
Magic is all about reaching out
and touching the inner child in
someone. Eddie has the ability
to do that. He’s like a big kid.”
Getting the audience
involved right from the start
will help defuse any tension,
and involve the crowd for the
rest of the show.
One time he was performing
a trick that, with only his hand,
would get a light bulb to light
on its own. The bulb was real,
and after much practicing, he
got it to work.
When it came time to
perform the trick, the bulb
wouldn’t illuminate. After three
failed attempts, Tobey won
over the crowd.
“I don’t know what I said, but
the whole crowd started laughing and clapping and I didn’t
even do anything,” he said. “It
blew my mind.”
Tobey described the fear of
“getting busted” as the most
difficult part of performing,
whether involving someone
unmasking the trick or the
audience realizing how it’s

done.
“The toughest part is you
could get embarrassed, like the
dream of being naked in front
of a thousand people,” Tobey
said, “but you overcome it.”

“Anybody can do
a trick, but not
everyone can do
magic. Magic is
all about reaching
out and touching
the inner child in
someone. Eddie
has the ability
to do that. He’s
like a big kid.”
Mark Cline
friend

Another obstacle in the
world of magic is combating the perception that
magic is “witchcraft” or the
“supernatural.”
“The secret of magic is this:

I know something you don’t
know,” Tobey said. “That’s it.”
At the local chapter of the
International Brotherhood of
Magician, Tobey and other
local magicians go over new
“effects” they’ve learned and
help each other perform more
convincingly.
Jim Oberg, a member, said
the group abides by a strict
ethical code: Do not divulge
how you do a trick.
“If you reveal how you did
an illusion, you can’t do it
again,” Oberg said.
Tobey never leaves home
without his deck of cards, but
all he really needs is paper,
pencil and a participant to
perform.
He relishes the opportunity to show an unsuspecting
stranger an illusion at any
given moment. And though
he once hated standing in long
lines, like on Black Friday, he
now enjoys it.
“ I’ m a c l o w n ,” To b e y
said. “I’m a ham. I know
it, and my wife reassures me of it all the time.”
CONTACT Sydney Palese
at palesesv@jmu.edu.
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